Wellness and Spirituality
Beyond Survival Practices
for Wounded Warriors
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—William Butler Yeats

safeguard their inner spiritual-
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the-job probationary periods,
tional lives. In the same vein,
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where are wounded and in need

-

armed and vigilant for the

questions.

wounded.
hear the term spirituality, they
unfortunately dismiss it in

defenseless, as well as their

the same?

-

these brave guardians sustain
wounds through the persistent
assault of human predators.

-

spirituality does not weaken the

these worldviews. Moreover,
-

tions should be addressed
in seeking wellness?
seven primary ways.
CONFERENCE FINDINGS

as leaders from the law enUnited States, Canada, and the
United Kingdom met for the

and refreshing them from
dangerous levels of multiple
stressors.

for wounded warriors. Law

“

bers from the U.S. military, the
-

...spirituality does
not weaken the best
aspects of policing;
rather, it greatly
accentuates them.

”

Special Agent Feemster serves in the
Behavioral Science Unit at the FBI Academy.
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-

evil, thereby promoting
wellness beyond survival.

in the spirit of the law.

Distinguishing
Spirituality and Religion

deepest, most invisible trauma of wounded warriors.

management.

Spirituality in Law Enforcement
Practice Model
Emotional
Intelligence

Practice

Intuitive
Policing
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Spirituality is the human dimension that shapes law enforcement practice, performance, vitality,
and longevity. This model connects spirituality with these four areas. Moving from left to right, the
model posits that spirituality is the source of effectiveness for stress management, ethics, emotional
-

throughout their period of vocational active duty. A nurtured spirituality improves practice, performance, vitality, and longevity, which all feed back into spirituality to improve emotional intelligence,
intuition, ethics, and stress management.
Source: Samuel L. Feemster, “Spirituality: An Invisible Weapon for Wounded Warriors,” FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin, January 2009, 1-12.
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and emotionally healthy with
-

-

plaints, and preventative strate-

spiritual realm to the emotional

-

maintained that spirituality and
-

spirituality is rooted in a belief
in something or someone greater than yourself that relieves
stress and does away with a
den themselves by nurturing a

involves a person’s values and

the tangible pursuits of those

“

initiative.
Connecting Police,
Spirituality, and
Faith Communities
Spirituality is akin to a
software upgrade for the invis-

Recognizing that
spirituality is not
necessarily related to
religion constitutes
one of the supreme

-

-

majority of conference
participants.
religious.” They asserted that
do not always understand this

”

-

-

Spirituality is linked to a
wellness. That same group of

fession well beyond the tipping
point of old paradigms to new
levels of integral spirituality.
Sworn personnel must see that
-

must take the lead in nourish-

one who is emotionally unwell
and spiritually, as well as phys-

laws, maintaining order, serving

ties. Networks in the United

people who are spiritually

on management training, along
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Members must buy into a
-

the level of the FBI’s National
4
-

-

based interventions. It aims to
ards to vitality and longevity.
Conferees remained adamant about identifying healthy

regimes worldwide.
own spirituality, individually

ultimate intention of spirituality
is to ensure wellness for wounded warriors. Spirituality is not

“

Spirituality is
akin to a software
upgrade for the

spirituality. They wanted videos
strongly that stories matter be-

competencies
instrumental to

enforcement practice.
nurturing spirituality among
the nation’s best interest. Media
-

”

serving others by highlighting
their moral authority within
-

Christian spirituality to the
as Columbine and Virginia

On the other hand, no one

3

Developing a
Wellness Curriculum
spirituality. Consequently,
beliefs and values of the law
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an atmosphere of hostility or

Whole Person: Body,
Mind, Soul, and Spirit

Table 1. SOP Themes Under Development
Curriculum Implications and Practices
Themes
For Law Enforcement

For Local Clergy

For Communities

vision statements that promote
Create, establish, and maintain
Standard Operating

spirit of the law through
positive engagement

Souls on Patrol

maladaptive behaviors with
for empowerment
Serving Our People

Nurture vitality through
positive networks
the human spirit

support

Spirituality-Oriented
spirituality
Source: Beyond Survival: Wellness Practices for Wounded Warriors conference in June 2008, and Spirituality, Wellness, and Vitality Issues in
Law Enforcement Practices course (CJ366), FBI National Academy Session 236, Samuel L. Feemster, Facilitator. The creative development and
implementation of SOPs is the desired end of Spirituality Adapted for Law Enforcement Training (SALT), a forthcoming component of CJ366.

Own Moral Compass

Leadership, and the
-

In addition, one group of

must be an intentional effort as
-

Criminology? How to
-

spirituality plays. They agreed
would adapt themselves in
or Spirituality-Oriented

Spirituality represents a
paradigm shift in health

It nurtures the Souls on Patrol.
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and those they shield from
danger. Upholding the law and
maintaining order require great

-

Planning for the Future
Conferees wondered about
how spirituality might be insti-

onstrating that spirituality and

-

“

-

Conference
participants wanted
a curriculum...that
guaranteed balance
in the training
and practice of
spirituality.

-

and others.

CONCLUSION
-

initiatives entail developing a
working group that will devise

”

and to the future of this nation.
“Come and stand beside us,
5

Endnotes
The Variorum Edition of the
Poems of W.B. Years

-

-

ling issues surrounding wellness

the attendees pointed out, law
often are members of faith

Samuel L. Feemster, “Spirituality:
FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, November
Weapon for Wounded Warriors,” FBI Law
Enforcement Bulletin
3
For additional information, see
Programs,” FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin,
4

this duty. Sworn personnel
must inform pastors and other
religious leaders about the job

5

John Denver’s Greatest Hits

trust between the guardians
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